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Horse First Farm grand opening draws hundreds
Submitted by Anonymous on Sat, 06/06/2009 - 02:00
By: Hannah Disch
Last weekend over 500 people attended the grand opening of The Horse First Farm, located outside of Brooklyn. People
came from across Wisconsin as well as out of state to visit the farm.
The Horse First Farm is a new facility, geared primarily towards boarding horses. Located on Alpine Road, the farm covers
60 acres, and includes a 100-by-200 foot indoor Coverall arena, a 100-by-200 foot outdoor arena, playground and
"honeycomb," groomed riding trails, and a main building which houses an office, a classroom, restrooms and a lounge.
The farm, which focuses on natural horsemanship, is the first of its kind in the Midwest and perhaps the nation. Co-owners
Lori Wegner, Gretchen Arndt and Carlos Osorio worked together to fulfill their vision of a facility that would offer horses a
natural environment, sound nutrition and constructive help with behavioral issues, as well as offer horse owners training on
effectively communicating with their horses. Theirs is a facility that focuses on relationship based horsemanship rather than
on tasks and competition.
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Although the farm does offer indoor boarding for horses that require it for health reasons, most of the horses are boarded
outdoors on what is called a track system. This allows the horses to get a good amount of exercise, socialize with other
horses in a natural herd setting, and roam over different types of terrain.
The Horse First Farm owners have designed their own feed program, which includes using primarily organic hay that they
test so they know how it should be supplemented. Wegner said, "I don't know of any other facility that does it that is more
of a pleasure facility. We feel strongly that pleasure or trail horses deserve at least as good of care (as horses bred for
competition). They're not disposable, as horses very often are in the competitive world."
Wegner went on to explain that although horses will eat a large amount of green grass if they are presented with it, that's
not how it would be in nature and that's not what their systems are set up for.
"In the west where most wild horses are, they travel between 20 and 30 miles a day to get their food and they only get
sparse things low in sugar, low in carbohydrate and then they travel to get more of that," she explained. "Whereas
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traditionally, we kind of just keep them in this little area and give them lots of green grass. And so we really just had to
change all of that."
Wegner, who grew up in the Oregon area, comes from a "normal" competitive horse background. She's done more of the
Western style of riding and rode competitive rodeo. Fifteen years ago she learned about the Parelli method of natural
horsemanship, was impressed by Parelli's relationship with his horses and started studying the method.
Arndt also has a background in the competitive riding world, although she focused more on dressage and saddle seat
riding. Like Wegner, she discovered natural horsemanship several years ago and was pleased to find that her horses no
longer needed to be forced or bribed to want to be with her.
Osorio grew up in Venezuela and has been in the United States for over 20 years. He grew up with horses and has always
loved them. He became acquainted with Wegner and Arndt when he learned about natural horsemanship and began looking
for someone to train his daughter in that method.
Although the natural style of horsemanship doesn't attract everyone, it certainly has its share of adherents. The first herd of
horses was moved onto The Horse First Farm just a week ago, their section of the track is full, and there is already a
waiting list for boarding. More sections of track will be completed gradually, and more horses accepted as space and herd
dynamics allow.
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In addition to boarding, The Horse First Farm also offers private and group lessons for people of all ages. They do some
training as well, mainly teaching people how to communicate with their horses.
As for the future, Wegner hopes "mostly that we become known as the place to go when you have a question. And we'll be
able to address that, whether it be behavioral or nutritional or environmental."
For more information visit www.thehorsefirst.net (http://www.thehorsefirst.net), or call Lori Wegner at (608) 712-1919.
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